Abstract-In this paper, we address the online multicast traffic grooming problem in wavelength-routed wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) mesh networks with sparse grooming capability. We develop a multicast dynamic light-tree grooming algorithm (MDTGA) that can support multihop traffic grooming by taking advantage of light-trees. In this algorithm, a light-tree can be dropped, branched, and extended when a route is to be established for a new request; a light-tree can also be contracted when some branches carry no effective traffic after requests depart from the network. The difficulty of the algorithm lies in the dynamic characteristic of light-trees. We implement MDTGA on a new auxiliary-graph model. For the purpose of comparison, we also implement a lightpath-based grooming algorithm by putting a constraint on the optical-splitting capability of the nodes. Through extensive simulations, we find that MDTGA has much better performance than the lightpath-based algorithm.
In WDM networks, there are two typical all-optical communication channels, lightpaths [3] and light-trees [4] . A lightpath is an all-optical communication channel that passes through all intermediate nodes between a source and a single destination without OEO conversion. A light-tree is an all-optical channel between a single source and multiple destinations. Like the lightpath, there is no OEO conversion at any intermediate node on a light-tree.
Using a light-tree to carry multicast traffic is a natural choice in WDM mesh networks. Much research has addressed the very fundamental multicast routing and wavelength-assignment problem, such as in [5] [6] [7] . In these studies, it is assumed that the bandwidth demand of a multicast request is at the level of the capacity of a wavelength channel. However, in practice, the bandwidth demand of a multicast request is usually much less than the capacity of a wavelength channel. If a wavelength channel is dedicated to only one multicast request, most of the capacity of the wavelength channel is wasted. Then, the problem is how to pack multiple multicast requests into wavelength channels, how to set up their routes, and how to assign wavelengths. This problem is known as the multicast traffic grooming problem.
Recently, the multicast traffic grooming problem has begun to attract research attention [8] [9] [10] . All of these papers studied the multicast traffic grooming problem based on the lightpath wavelength channel model and approached the problem using integer linear programming (ILP) and heuristics. A more comprehensive study on this topic can be found in [11] . The authors proposed a unified ILP formula for static traffic, including unicast, multicast, and mixed traffic. This previous literature studied a static multicast traffic grooming problem in which a traffic matrix is given in advance. However, to the best of the authors' knowledge, there is no study published on the dynamic multicast traffic grooming problem in which multicast requests randomly arrive at and depart from a network.
Without traffic grooming, the multicast routing problem can be converted to the well-known Steiner-tree problem, which is NP-complete [12] . With multicast traffic grooming, a wavelength channel will be shared among multiple multicast requests such that the routing and wavelength-assignment problem becomes more involved.
On the other hand, although the multicast traffic grooming problem is relatively new, a very related topic, the unicast traffic grooming problem, has received much attention. Many unicast traffic grooming studies have been dedicated to synchronous optical network (SONET) over WDM ring networks under static traffic scenarios, where the traffic is known in advance, such as in [13] [14] [15] . Recently, there has been some work on unicast traffic grooming in WDM mesh networks. In [16] , the authors formulate the traffic grooming problem as an ILP problem and propose several heuristic algorithms. A generic graph model is presented in [17] to support traffic grooming. This model was further applied to the dynamic traffic grooming scenario [18] . In these studies, the lightpath wavelength channel model is assumed.
Although it is easy to see that the light-tree is a better choice over lightpath for multicast requests with a bandwidth requirement of wavelength granularity, it is far from clear which is a better choice for the multicast traffic grooming problem. An illustrated example is shown in Fig. 1 . Fig. 1(a) is a small part of a backbone network. Suppose that there is a new incoming multicast request {A, {B, C}} with subwavelength bandwidth demand, in which node A is the source and nodes B and C are the destinations. It is not difficult to find a minimum-cost Steiner tree for the request, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . If the bandwidth demand is at the wavelength level, this is the optimal solution. However, with the subwavelength bandwidth demand, it is not necessarily the optimal solution. For example, suppose there is another subwavelength traffic request {{A, {B}}. If the new traffic is carried on the lighttree, as in Fig. 1(b) , the new traffic will also go through branch DC of the light-tree, which is a waste of bandwidth.
In this case, we might set up a lightpath-based route for the request {A, {B, C}} and the request {A, {B}}, as in Fig. 1(c) , which will eliminate the bandwidth waste for the new request. The disadvantage is that it consumes more bandwidth for the current request than the light-tree-based scheme. The most bandwidth-efficient approach is the link-by-link routing scheme, as shown in Fig. 1(d) , either for the current request or for future requests. However, the lightpath-based routing scheme and the link-by-link routing scheme might need more electronic traffic grooming processing and consume more transceivers than a light-tree-based routing scheme. Since the linkby-link routing scheme does not take advantage of optical switching, we do not further consider it.
In general, a light-tree-based routing scheme has the trend to reduce the bandwidth consumption for the current request, but at the potential cost of waste on bandwidth for future requests, while a lightpath-based routing scheme basically has the opposite property of the light-tree scheme. Intuitively, it is not clear which routing scheme will give better performance.
The above reasons make the multicast traffic grooming problem a new problem.
In this paper, we address the online multicast traffic grooming problem in wavelength-routed WDM mesh networks. We develop a multicast dynamic light-tree grooming algorithm (MDTGA) that can implement multihop traffic grooming by taking advantage of light-trees. In this algorithm, a light-tree can be dropped, branched, and extended when a route is to be established for a new request; a light-tree can also be contracted when some branches carry no effective traffic after requests depart from the network. The difficulty of the algorithm lies in the dynamic characteristic of light-trees. We implement MDTGA on a new auxiliary-graph model. We also propose a lightpath-based online multicast traffic grooming algorithm. Through extensive simulations, we find that MDTGA has much better performance than the lightpath-based algorithm. Some other interesting observations are also presented.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the node architecture. We define the grooming problem in Section III. Details of the MDTGA algorithm will be discussed in Section IV. In Section V, we will present the simulation results. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. NODE ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we describe the node architecture for supporting the proposed dynamic light-tree grooming algorithm. The node architectures should provide two basic functions: optical multicasting and electronic grooming.
One approach to realize the optical multicast is to employ a splitter-and-delivery (SaD) switch [19] . To reduce power loss, we take advantage a variance of the SaD switch by using configurable optical splitters [20] , shown in Fig. 2(a) . A configurable optical splitter is an active component that can adjust the splitting rate of its output ports as needed. Since we adopt dynamically changing light-trees, the number of child nodes of a node on the light-tree may change dynamically. With configurable splitters, unnecessary power loss could be avoided.
In SaD-based cross connects, each incoming wavelength goes through an optical power splitter and can be sent to any number of output ports. The strictly nonblocking characteristic of SaD-based cross connects [19] ensures that no existing connection will be interrupted as light-trees change dynamically. In addition, there is no blocking of traffic due to optical switching capability. It is also possible to adopt the shared splitter bank architecture as in [4] . However, some restrictions need to be placed on the structure of some light-trees and blocking may also happen due to insufficient splitters. In this paper, we adopt the SaD-based cross-connect architecture for its simplicity.
At the same time, electronic grooming capability is necessary at some nodes in order to implement traffic grooming. From the traffic perspective, there could be three schemes of traffic grooming: 1) local traffic with local traffic; 2) local traffic with pass-through traffic; and 3) pass-through traffic with passthrough traffic.
The first grooming scheme is actually the same as the traditional multiplexing and demultiplexing function. In the second grooming scheme, the pass-through traffic will first be demultiplexed, and then will be multiplexed with local traffic. Usually, an electronic grooming switch at subwavelength granularity is needed to make this approach flexible enough for practical usage. In the third grooming scheme, there is switching between traffic of different wavelength channels. Hence, an electronic grooming switch is necessary. In general, this could be implemented by opaque OXCs, or with the help of dedicated electronic grooming switches. Since we need to set up light-trees, opaque OXCs cannot be used here.
Without loss of generality, we assume that the second grooming scheme needs an electronic grooming switch. We use two types of node architectures in this paper. Both have opticalmulticast capability. The difference between the two architectures is the grooming capability. The first node architecture is shown in Fig. 2(b) , which has no electronic grooming switch. It supports only grooming scheme 1. We refer to it as Multicast OXC with local grooming (MLG-OXC). The second node architecture has a dedicated electronic grooming switch, as shown in Fig. 2(c) . The second architecture supports grooming schemes 2 and 3. We refer to it as Multicast OXC with full grooming (MFG-OXC). To efficiently support multicast, we also assume the grooming switch in an MFG-OXC has electronic multicast capability. Through OEO conversion and electric grooming, MFG-OXC also implements indirectly a kind of wavelength conversion function.
An MFG-OXC is much more expensive than an MLG-OXC, because the electronic grooming switch is expensive. Therefore, in this paper, we assume that only some of the nodes in the network are equipped with the MFG-OXC and the rest of the nodes are equipped with the MLG-OXC. We refer to the nodes with the MFG-OXC architecture as grooming hub nodes.
As we will see in Section V, by using the light-tree channel model, it is more effective to deploy more receivers than transmitters at each node. Since the optical unicast switch for receiving is independent of the optical unicast switch for transmitting, there is no special difficulty in implementing such an asymmetric node architecture as shown in Fig. 2 (b) and (c).
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
We formulate the multicast traffic grooming problem as follows:
• Given: a) the topology of the physical network; b) the number of wavelengths on each fiber link; c) the capacity of a wavelength channel; d) the number of transceivers at each node; e) the architecture of each node;
• Under the assumptions: a) only a small part of the nodes are grooming hub nodes; b) none of the nodes have wavelength converters; c) all transceivers are tunable to any wavelength; d) requests are multicast traffic with subwavelength bandwidth demand; requests arrive and depart randomly; a request cannot be split at the source node or any intermediate nodes; e) the routing of a request could be of single hop or multiple hop; the destinations for which no route could be found will be blocked, while the routes for other reachable destinations will be set up.
• With the constraints: a) there is the same wavelength assignment for all wavelength links on a light-tree; b) traffic carried by a light-tree cannot exceed the capacity of a wavelength channel.
• Find: a) routes for arrival requests.
• To minimize: a) the average blocking probability.
IV. MULTICAST GROOMING ALGORITHM
In this section, we will discuss the details of the proposed multicast grooming algorithm. We will first present the basic idea of the algorithm. Then, we will discuss the auxiliary graph for the algorithm. Next, we will describe the details of the algorithm. Finally, an illustrative example is given along with our discussion.
When a new multicast request arrives at the network, a route tree is going to be set up if there are enough resources available. The route tree itself may consist of multiple light-trees, which may each be on a different wavelength. The route from the source to a destination in the request may go through multiple light-trees. A light-tree may carry traffic from more than one request. When a multicast request departs from the network, the route tree for the request is released, as well as the resources taken by the route tree. Light-trees can be changed dynamically. Light-trees can extend by growing new branches or contract by pruning old branches as needed.
In order to take advantage of Steiner-tree algorithms, we design an auxiliary graph to represent the state of the network. We can search the route for a request on the auxiliary graph and we can also map the route tree in the graph back to the real network. The difficulty in designing the auxiliary graph results from the dynamic characteristic of the light-tree. Our proposed auxiliary graph model can overcome this difficulty. The idea is to model the connection relationship among ports within each node, since the port connections are the most fundamental dynamic factor in WDM networks.
A. Definitions and Notations
There are w wavelengths on each fiber. For a physical network, an auxiliary graph G will be generated, which has w + 1 layers: w wavelength layers and one grooming layer. Wavelength layers are used to map the network state on each wavelength. The grooming layer is used to abstract the grooming capability of the network. All wavelength layers are connected to the grooming layer by adding edges and dropping edges. Note that there is no direct connection between wavelength layers.
We define four types of vertices to abstract the capability of an MLG-OXC or MFG-OXC as follows.
1) Adding vertex: This represents the ports from which traffic is injected into the network. In the auxiliary graph, there is one adding vertex for each node. Adding vertices are in the grooming layer. 2) Dropping vertex: This represents the ports from which traffic is dropped from the network. In the auxiliary graph, there is one dropping vertex for each node. Dropping vertices are in the grooming layer. 3) Transmitting vertex: This represents the physical transmitting ports to which an outgoing optical fiber is connected. In the auxiliary graph, there is one transmitting vertex at each wavelength layer for each physical transmitting port at a node. 4) Receiving vertex: This represents the physical receiving ports to which an incoming optical fiber is connected. In the auxiliary graph, there is one receiving vertex at each wavelength layer for each physical receiving port at a node.
For each node u in the physical network, there will be one adding vertex, one dropping vertex, w · d u transmitting vertices, and w · d u receiving vertices in the auxiliary graph, where d u denotes the degree of node u. An adding vertex and a dropping vertex could be, respectively, the roots and the leaves of multiple light-trees. On the contrary, each transmitting vertex and receiving vertex can be used by one light-tree or be freely available. We refer to their status as busy and idle, respectively.
Next, we enumerate the following five types of edges in the auxiliary graph: 1) adding edge-from the adding vertex to a transmitting vertex within a node; 2) dropping edge-from a receiving vertex to the dropping vertex within a node; 3) pass-through edge-from a receiving vertex to a transmitting vertex within a node; 4) grooming edge-from the dropping vertex to the adding vertex within a node if the node is a grooming hub node; 5) wavelength-link edge-from a transmitting vertex of a node to a receiving vertex of a neighboring node, at the same wavelength layer.
Each edge in the auxiliary graph can either be used by one light-tree or can be freely available. We also refer to their status as busy and idle, respectively. Each edge has an associated capacity, residual capacity, and weight. The capacity is the maximum traffic an edge can carry. Note that the capacity of a wavelength-link edge is equal to the capacity of the wavelength channel, whereas all other edges have unlimited capacity. The residual capacity is the freely available capacity of an edge that can be used to carry new traffic. The wavelength-link edge is the only edge type that has limited residual capacity, which is initially equal to its capacity and changes dynamically. The weight assignment of edges is tightly coupled with the algorithm. We will explain the weight assignment after we discuss the algorithm.
A light-tree on the auxiliary graph will be rooted at an adding vertex, followed by an adding edge as the only edge adjacent to the root. A light-tree may span several pass-through edges and wavelength-link edges before it reaches dropping vertices through dropping edges at the destination nodes.
B. Initialization of the Auxiliary Graph
Initially, there is no multicast request carried on the network. All resources are available, including transmitters, receivers, and optical fibers. Therefore, the auxiliary graph G can be initially generated as follows.
1) Generate a wavelength layer for each wavelength. First, for each node on the physical network, add a transmitting vertex and a receiving vertex to the wavelength layer for each transmitting and receiving port, respectively. Then, for each node, add a pass-through edge from each receiving vertex to each transmitting vertex within the node. Finally, for each fiber link on the physical network, add a wavelength-link edge from the transmitting vertex at a node to the receiving vertex at the neighboring node. 2) Generate the grooming layer. For each node on the physical network, add an adding vertex and a dropping vertex to the grooming layer. If a node is a grooming hub node, add a grooming edge from the dropping vertex to the adding vertex of the node.
3) Connect wavelength layers and the grooming layer.
Within each node, add an adding edge from the adding vertex at the grooming layer to each transmitting vertex at each wavelength layer; add a dropping edge from each receiving vertex at each wavelength layer to the dropping vertex at the grooming layer.
When light-trees are set up and torn down or light-trees are changing dynamically, resources will be taken and released. The auxiliary graph will be maintained to reflect the resource state of the network.
As an example, consider a four-node network shown in Fig. 3(a) . All links in the network are bidirectional. Suppose there are two wavelengths per fiber and there is one transmitter and one receiver at each node. Fig. 3(b) shows the initial auxiliary graph. Let us take node D as an example. There are three transmitting ports and three receiving ports at node D. Hence, for node D, there are three transmitting vertices and three receiving vertices at each wavelength layer. Even though there is only one transmitter at each node, there is an adding edge from the adding vertex to all transmitting vertices within each node at both wavelength layers, since traffic can be sent from the adding vertex to any transmitting vertex at any wavelength.
C. Multicast Dynamic Tree Grooming Algorithm (MDTGA)
After the auxiliary graph is set up, the route for a multicast request needs to be found. From the graph theory point of view, this is the classic Steiner-tree problem, which is well known to be NP-complete [12] . There are many approximation algorithms to the Steiner problem. We may use some of these approximation algorithms to solve our problem.
One approximation algorithm is the shortest path tree algorithm [12] . The algorithm starts the route tree with the source node. It continues to include the destination that is the nearest to the partially established tree until all destinations are included in the tree. The algorithm has the running complexity of O(nN 2 ) and an approximation upper bound of
where N is the number of vertices in the graph and n is the number of the destinations. However, we cannot simply run a Steiner-tree algorithm on the auxiliary graph to find the route tree for a multicast request, since nodes in a network may only have a limited number of free transmitters. Traditional Steiner-tree algorithms, including the shortest path tree algorithm, may set up more light-trees rooted at a node than the number of available transmitters at the node, which is a violation of the transmitter resource constraint.
We take the following action to address this difficulty. After one new destination is added to the route tree, we introduce one additional operation: check the availability of transmitters at each node. If there is no transmitter available, all free adding edges are removed from the node. The algorithm adds the nearest destination to the route tree one by one until all destinations are included or no more destinations can be reached. Hence, simply speaking, our MDTGA algorithm is a variance of the shortest path tree algorithm, running on the proposed auxiliary graph. The building block to support traffic grooming is the dynamically changing light-trees.
The MDTGA algorithm has two routines, setup and teardown. Once the auxiliary graph G is initially constructed, the setup routine will be executed each time a new request arrives. The setup routine will establish a route to as many destinations as possible and update the auxiliary graph to reflect the current state of the network. On the other hand, each time a request terminates, the teardown routine will be executed to release resource occupied by the request, and the auxiliary graph will be updated accordingly.
We describe the details of the setup routine for a new request Req(s, D, b), where s is the source, D = {d 1 , d 2 , . . . , d n } is a set of the destination nodes, and b is the bandwidth demand of the request. 1) Check the residual capacity of each wavelength-link edge on each layer and delete it if its residual capacity is less than b. Initially, the route tree for the request includes only the adding vertex at the source node. For each destination in D, repeat 2) to 4). 2) Search the shortest paths on the auxiliary graph from the partially established route tree to the dropping vertices of all remaining destinations. Choose the destination which is nearest to the partially established route tree. If no such destination exists, go to 5); otherwise, continue to 3). 3) Iterate through vertices and edges on the shortest path to the chosen destination to augment the route tree. a) For any idle transmitting vertex or receiving vertex, change its state to be busy. b) For an idle adding edge, change its state to be busy and do the following operations: i) reduce the number of free transmitters by 1; and ii) delete all idle passthrough edges that end at the transmitting vertex of this adding edge. c) For an idle dropping edge, change its state to be busy and reduce the number of free receivers by 1. d) For an idle pass-through edge, change its state to be busy and i) delete all other idle pass-through edges that end at the transmitting vertex of this pass-through edge and ii) delete the adding edge that ends at the transmitting vertex of this pass-through edge. 4) Check the number of transceivers at each node. If no free transmitter is available, delete all idle adding edges at the node. Similarly, if no receiver is available, delete all idle dropping edges at the node. 5) Iterate through all light-trees on which the request is carried. Deduct b from the residual capacity of wavelengthlink edges on these light-trees. 6) Restore all wavelength-link edges deleted in 1).
Every time a request is terminated, the teardown routine operates as follows.
1) Remove the request's traffic demand from all light-trees on which the request is carried. 2) Tear down all branches that are no longer carrying effective traffic. If all branches on a light-tree are torn down, remove the entire light-tree. 3) Update the network state and the auxiliary graph accordingly. We omit the details due to space limitation. The complexity of the setup routine results primarily from Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm, which is implemented on the auxiliary graph. Let N and d be the number of nodes and the maximum node degree in the network, respectively. We refer to the number of destinations in a request as group size, denoted by n. We obtain |V | = O(dwN ) and |E| = O(dwN ). Since the auxiliary graph is a very sparse graph, the complexity of Dijkstra's algorithm is O(|E| log |V |) by using the Fibonacci heap. The complexity of all other operations in the algorithm is equivalent to O(|V |). Therefore, the complexities of the setup and teardown routines are O(n(dwN ) log(dwN ) ) and O(ndwN ), respectively.
We continue our illustrative example in Fig. 3 to demonstrate the operation of the setup routine. Suppose there is a new request {A, {B}}, demanding 1/4 of the capacity of a wavelength channel. Searching on the auxiliary graph shown in Fig. 3(b) , a light-tree could be set up, as shown in Fig. 3(c) , at wavelength 0 (at this time, the light-tree is a lightpath). The auxiliary graph, after the light-tree is set up, is shown in Fig. 3(d) . Note that, as the light-tree uses one transmitter at node A, there is no free transmitter available at node A. Therefore, the adding edge to wavelength 1 is removed from the auxiliary graph at node A. Similarly, there is no free receiver at node B and the receiving edge from wavelength layer 1 is removed at node B. For node D, the transmitting vertex that is connected to the node B at wavelength layer 0 is taken by the light-tree. Therefore, the adding edge and all other pass-through edges that are going into this transmitting vertex are removed from the auxiliary graph.
Continue the example. Suppose, at a later time, there is a new request {A, {B, C}}, demanding 1/4 of the capacity of a wavelength channel. Running the setup routine on the auxiliary graph shown in Fig. 3(d) , we can find a light-tree, as shown in Fig. 3(e) , which is obtained by extending a new branch DC on the previous light-tree ADB. The auxiliary graph, after the new light-tree is set up, is shown in Fig. 3(f) . Please note that the optical splitting capability of node D is kept in the auxiliary graph shown in Fig. 3(d) so that the existing light-tree gets a chance to extend a new branch. After the route is set up for the new request, the light-tree is shared by both requests.
It is worth noting that the proposed algorithm need not depend on the specific node architecture as in Section II. The only assumption is that nodes should support light-trees. The proposed algorithm also works for networks with tap-andcontinue architecture [21] after some minor revisions.
D. Weight Assignment of Edges
In the proposed algorithm, the actual structure of a route tree is determined by the shortest path tree algorithm, which in turn depends on the weight assignment of edges. In the weight assignment, we make two decisions: 1) use as few wavelength links as possible for a route; and 2) prefer optical switching over electronic switching. The idea behind the decisions are twofold. Reducing consumption of wavelength links is very likely to decrease blocking, and optical switching is more cost effective than electronic switching.
We set the default weights of the five types of edges as in Table I . That is, the weight of a wavelength-link edge is 1.00; the weight of all other types of edges is 0.01. It is worth noting that, for the shortest path tree algorithm, it is the relative values ,   TABLE I  DEFAULT WEIGHT ASSIGNMENT OF EDGES IN THE AUXILIARY GRAPH not the absolute values, of edge weights that make a difference. Therefore, other weight assignments are also possible only if the relative weight relationship of edges is kept. Since the wavelength-link edges are the dominant edges in the graph, the weight assignment obviously supports our first decision.
For optical switching at a node, the route only traverses one pass-through edge at the node. On the other hand, for electronic switching, the route will first traverse a dropping edge, then a grooming edge, and finally an adding edge. By the weight assignment scheme, optical switching has a weight of 0.01, while electronic switching has a weight of 0.03. Therefore, the shortest path tree algorithm will prefer optical switching if such a connection is available.
After edges are used in some light-tree, we need to adjust their weights because the traffic injected into a light-tree will travel through all branches of the light-tree. Therefore, paths from the root of a light-tree to any leaf node of the light-tree consume the same amount of bandwidth. In order to take this effect into account, we set the weight of the adding edge of a light-tree to be the sum of weights of all branches on the lighttree and the weight of all other edges on the light-tree to be zero. After edges are released from a light-tree, their weights are restored to the default values.
E. Lightpath-Based Grooming Algorithm
For the purpose of performance comparison, we implement a lightpath-based algorithm using our proposed auxiliary graph model by changing the operation rule regarding adding edge and pass-through edge in 3) of the setup routine. a) For an idle dropping edge, change its state to be busy and reduce the number of idle receivers by 1. Delete all passthrough edges that start from the receiving vertex of this dropping edge. b) For an idle pass-through edge, change its state to be busy and 1) delete all other idle pass-through edges that ends at the transmitting vertex of this pass-through edge; and 2) delete the adding edge that ends at the transmitting vertex of this pass-through edge. Delete the dropping edge that starts at the receiving vertex of this pass-through edge. In MDTGA, when a light-tree is set up for the first destination in a request, the light-tree is actually a lightpath. With the above rule, the algorithm eliminates the possibility of dropping from or extending existing light-trees. Therefore, MDTGA implements the lightpath-based grooming algorithm.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the algorithm by extensive simulation. We run the simulation on the network as in Fig. 4 , in which each node has the same node degree of 3, and each link represents two fibers, one fiber in each direction. We make the following assumptions in our simulation.
1) All nodes have full optical splitting capability. Only some of the nodes are grooming hub nodes. There are no wavelength converters in the network. 2) There are four wavelengths for each fiber, with a capacity of OC-192/OC-48 per wavelength. 3) Traffic requests are generated and terminated dynamically. The traffic arrival is a Poisson process and the duration of requests is a negative exponential distribution. 4) All requests are multicast requests with a fixed number of destinations. The sources and destinations are uniformly distributed across the network. Each request demands a fixed bandwidth of OC-48. We first compare the performance of the light-tree algorithm with the lightpath algorithm, with sparse grooming capability. We assume that nodes {1, 4, 8, 11} are grooming hub nodes that have unlimited grooming capability, while the rest nodes have no grooming capability. This choice is made to ensure that each node is adjacent to at least one grooming hub node. We further assume that each multicast request has 4 destination members. Fig. 5 depicts the destination blocking probability as a function of the network load with the two algorithms. As seen from the figure, the light-tree algorithm significantly outperforms the lightpath algorithm, either in the case with 4 transceivers or in the case with 8 transceivers. With the introduction of optical multicast capability, more destinations could be reached through optical splitting at intermediate nodes in the light-tree algorithm. However, the lightpath algorithm cannot take advantage of the optical multicast capability. When comparing the two cases with different number of transmitters and receivers, it can be seen that, with more transceivers at each node, the improvement of the light-tree algorithm over the lightpath algorithm is more significant. Fig. 6 illustrates the average number of logical hops of the two algorithms. The light-tree algorithm has much less average number of logical hops than the lightpath algorithm, which means that light-tree-based approach has less demand on electronic grooming processing. The reason is that light-trees also increase the reach of a single optical hop than lightpath. However, this property of light-trees results in fewer freely available wavelength links in the network such that a request has a higher chance to be carried on established light-trees (either by using existing light-trees or by extending existing light-trees). This results in a slightly higher average propagation delay, which is shown in Fig. 7 . If we take into account the delay due to traffic grooming in intermediate nodes, the delay difference between the two approaches is even less because the light-tree model has less grooming, as previously mentioned. In the above simulation, we assume that there are only 4 nodes with grooming capability. Next, we investigate the performance trend with a variable number of grooming hub nodes in the network. This is shown in Fig. 8 , with a network load of 0.1. It is clear that increasing the number of grooming hub nodes can significantly reduce the blocking probability for the light-tree algorithm as well as for the lightpath algorithm. This is because, with more grooming hub nodes, the algorithm is more likely to set up multihop routes for the requests.
It is somewhat interesting to note that, when the number of grooming hub nodes is more than 10, the lightpath algorithm has better performance than the light-tree algorithm. When most of nodes have grooming capability, there is almost no blocking due to the lack of grooming capability. However, the light-tree topology results in more bandwidth being wasted than the lightpath topology. There exists a tradeoff between these two factors in our algorithm. If our algorithm could be more intelligent, we would expect that a light-tree-based algorithm would always have better performance than a lightpath-based algorithm, since light-trees are a superset of lightpaths. If we could find the optimal solution in both cases, a light-tree-based solution should be at least as good as a lightpath-based solution. However, for dynamic traffic, it is very hard to find the optimal solution in either case.
Next, we investigate the effect of multicast group size on the performance of the two algorithms. Fig. 9 shows the blocking gain of the light-tree algorithm over the lightpath algorithm under different group sizes. We define the blocking gain as the ratio between the blocking probability of the lightpath model and that of the light-tree model. It is observed that the blocking gain increases with the increase of the multicast group size, especially at low network load. This is expected since, with more destinations in a multicast request, light-trees are more efficient in saving bandwidth.
Finally, we study the MDTGA light-tree algorithm in cases with variable number of transceivers. Fig. 10 clearly shows that, with an increase on the number of transceivers (tx/rx = 4 versus tx/rx = 8), there is a dramatic decrease in the blocking probability. With more transceivers, the blocking due to the lack of transceivers is reduced. Furthermore, with more transceivers, the algorithm is more likely to set up more light-trees that occupy fewer wavelength links, which further reduces the blocking due to limited bandwidth resources.
In general, as a light-tree takes one transceiver and more than one receiver, it would be better to have more receivers than transmitters. This result is also shown in Fig. 10 . Increasing the number of receivers, while keeping a fixed number of transmitters, can also greatly reduce the destination blocking probability. A more interesting result can also be observed in Fig. 10 . The configuration with 4 transmitters and 12 receivers has better performance than the configuration with 8 transmitters and 8 receivers. This observation is of practical importance. We can greatly improve the performance by only increasing the number of receivers at each node instead of increasing the number of both transmitters and receivers. Since receivers are less expensive than transmitters, this will greatly reduce the cost of the network. Such asymmetric node architecture could be implemented by our proposed architectures. Fig. 11 shows the delay with variable transceivers per node. The difference in delay is only marginal when the load is low. We also observe that the lightpath-based grooming algorithm has lower blocking probability even when only the number of receivers is increased (not shown due to space limitation). Although there is exactly one transmitter and one receiver for each lightpath, it may happen that a lightpath cannot be established because of lack of receivers.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we study the online multicast traffic grooming problem in WDM networks with sparse grooming capability. We present a grooming algorithm, MDTGA, which adopts dynamically changing light-trees as the building block and is implemented by using an auxiliary-graph model. Compared with the lightpath algorithm for the problem, the light-tree algorithm has much better performance in terms of blocking probability, with only a slight increase in delay. We observe that an asymmetric node architecture (with more receivers than transmitters) is more cost effective for multicast traffic grooming than the regular symmetric node architecture (with equal number of receivers and transmitters).
